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Cheapest Florida Car Insurance Policies Added to Search Finder at Insurance
Portal Online

Cheapest Florida car insurance can now be searched using the Quotes Pros system at
http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html. Low rates are now offered by U.S. companies.

Jacksonville, FL (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- Motorists in the state of Florida will now have an easier way to
find low cost vehicle insurance using the Quotes Pros website. A new finder is updated to include what could
be the cheapest Florida car insurance policies available to drivers at http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

The portal built for public use this year now includes the rates in FL and in other states into one location. The
Quotes Pros company launched its liability coverage finder in 2013 and has since updated the technology used
to compare different plans.

"Florida is one of the states now requiring drivers to have a minimum of $10,000 in personal insurance
protection along with other amounts required by law," said one Quotes Pros rep.

The low priced insurer plans that are now available include the new PIP coverage as well as other add-ons that
a person can include in a quoted policy. Someone with a need to carry higher limits for insurance coverage can
still use the available database to review quotes for full coverage this year.

"Our tool works on a zip code process to sort out the companies that do and do not provide discounts on
policies to help a driver choose a policy wisely," said the rep.

The Quotes Pros website is now one of the sources in the U.S. that someone can use to find more than
automobile insurance coverage by state. The recent change to programming has helped the system to display
life, motorcycle and homeowner policies good in all states at http://quotespros.com/life-insurance.html.

About QuotesPros.com

The QuotesPros.com company is one of the national companies in the United States that provide a lookup
service on the Internet to find coverage options in the insurance industry. The no cost tools that this company
provides help consumers to make better choices when buying a plan of coverage. The QuotesPros.com
company uses its locator system to expand the options that any person has when comparing companies to find
low prices.
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Contact Information
Harry Jones
QuotesPros.com
http://quotespros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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